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DENEB Discovery
Conference
Discovery Conference Launches eDENEB Cloud-Based
Construction Management System
DENEB’s 2013 Discovery Conference showcased its innovative Cloud-based Construction
Management system, eDENEB.
A Construction Management Software
innovator for more than 25 years, DENEB’s
latest Cloud-based program provides
enhanced cost-management capability for a
wide range of Construction management
requirements.

DENEB is known for its customer responsiveness,
developing feature after feature that matches the
muscle of technology with the Job Cost management needs of its clients.
“This eDENEB product has kept all the great capabilities of the of the legacy DENEB software
program and combined it with the flexibility that
Cloud Computing brings to the mix, “ remarked
David Baker, CFO of Ontario Mechanical. “Being
able to see the progress of all our jobs in real time
is a big advantage for us.”
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“Real Time” Job Cost Monitoring is a Conference Highlight
Mindy Simes, Reliable Construction, and a
20 year user of the DENEB software products attended the conference to learn about
what are the newest aspects. “It is good to
see that the eDENEB product retains all the
great data integration features, but with a
different, more flexible delivery system.”

Linda Flora, Brumbaugh Construction,
echoed those sentiments. “I like the idea
that we can now work across multiple time

Conference Presenter
David Coggins, President, DENEB, Inc.

periods...input January data so we don’t fall
behind while waiting for year-end data from
the prior December. And we don’t have to
wait till the end of a month to run reports on

All of us at DENEB Software wish to express
our appreciation to the Discovery Conference
participants and all of our customers for
their on-going input and guidance.

any job in progress. That will be a big help.”
Our business model is 100% customercentric: our success depends on creating and

Ontario Mechanical’s CEO Ken Earhart was

supporting software that makes our
customers more efficient and profitable.

impressed with the control that Cloud
computing brings to his company. “To
access comprehensive Job Cost data

We thank you all for the rich and rewarding
dialogue that defines our customer
relationships.

across all our projects in “real time” is
‘huge’ to me. If I can check up to date job
details at home in the evening I don’t have

Ken Lykins, David Coggins
and the DENEB Software Team

to keep thinking about what might be happening...I can start planning my next move
instead of worrying about the unknown.”

Additional Cloud Computing Software Seminars are on the drawing board…
Check our website for announcements, or call 800-488-8735 for more information
or a personalized demonstration.
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